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Abstract. The use of the Discrete Element Method to model engineering structures implementing granular

materials has proven to be an efficient method to response under various behaviour conditions. However, the
computational cost of the simulations increases rapidly, as the number of particles and particle shape complexity
increases. An affordable solution to render problems computationally tractable is to use graphical processing
units (GPU) for computing. Modern GPUs offer up 10496 compute cores, which allows for a greater parallelisation relative to 32-cores offered by high-end Central Processing Unit (CPU) compute. This study outlines
the application of BlazeDEM-GPU, using an RTX 2080Ti GPU (4352 cores), to investigate the influence of
the modelling of particle shape on the lateral pull behaviour of granular ballast systems used in railway applications. The idea is to validate the model and show the benefits of simulating non-spherical shapes in future
large-scale tests. The algorithm, created to generate the shape of the ballast based on real grain scans, and using
polyhedral shape approximations of varying degrees of complexity is shown. The particle size is modelled to
scale. A preliminary investigation of the effect of the grain shape is conducted, where a sleeper lateral pull test
is carried out in a spherical grains sample, and a cubic grains sample. Preliminary results show that elementary
polyhedral shape representations (cubic) recreate some of the characteristic responses in the lateral pull test,
such as stick/slip phenomena and force chain distributions, which looks promising for future works on railway simulations. These responses that cannot be recreated with simple spherical grains, unless heuristics are
added, which requires additional calibration and approximations. The significant reduction in time when using
non-spherical grains also implies that larger granular systems can be investigated.

1 Introduction
Granular materials are prevalent in civil engineering applications. In railway systems, ballast grains are preferred to
support the track (rail/sleeper system), due to its affordability, filtering properties, and established maintenance
practices. For high-speed trains, track geometry is of significant importance. Therefore the behaviour of ballast has
to be thoroughly understood and accounted for when designing tracks and planning their maintenance.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a useful numerical tool [1–3] that takes into account the medium’s discontinuities, characteristics of granular materials at the particle scale. However, DEM is computationally demanding;
consequently, individual grain shapes are often simplified
as spherical, with heuristics that aim to account for shape
effects [4–6].
Fortunately, the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) compute offers an alternative. The computational benefit of
using GPUs allow for shape complexity to be modelled
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and resolved accurately. The GPU accelerates compute on
properly parallelised numerical codes, by allowing simple tasks to be carried out in parallel on thousands of
threads. BlazeDEM-GPU simulation framework was one
of the first DEM codes to model millions of non-spherical
grains with realistic shape approximations in a practical
time frame [7–10]. These advancements allow for more
complex grain shapes to be simulated, larger-scale simulations to be performed, and multiple simulations to be conducted for sensitivity analysis or design within a tractable
computational time frame. For example for railway application, GPU based DEM simulations have been validated
to model realistic ballast particle shapes, large number of
particles in 3D ballast simulations and ballast using GPU
based simulations [11].
In this study, the influence of the approximation detail of
realistic grain shapes, obtained from actual ballast scans,
on a standard lateral pull test will be studied. The goal is to
identify the appropriate level of shape detail to reliably and
predictably model the lateral pull test. All simulations are
performed using the BlazeDEM-GPU simulation frame-

A video is available at https://doi.org/10.48448/h226-bx97
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